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Alternate Generals II Alternate Generals, Baen, , is a collection of short alternate history stories, edited by Harry
Turtledove and Roland J. Green. It includes Turtledove's own short story, " The Phantom Tolbukhin ".

Agent of Byzantium Imperial Byzantine special agent Basil Argyros is sent on various missions in a world
where Muhammad became a Christian saint and consequently Islam never existed and the Byzantine Empire
never fell. A Different Flesh A related set of short stories spanning the 17th to 20th centuries set in a universe
where the ancestors of the Native Americans never crossed into the New World , only Homo erectus , who
become known as "sims" to the colonists of English descent. A human interstellar survey team violates a
directive to avoid interference with alien civilizations, with disastrous long-term consequences. Re-published
in the collection 3xT. A World Of Difference In this alternative history story, the 4th planet of our solar
system is larger and named Minerva instead of Mars. The Viking space probe of the s sends back one
pictureâ€”that of an alien creature swinging a stickâ€”before losing contact. The Confederate army is supplied
with AKs by time traveling members of the Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging from the year and win the Civil
War in The Case of the Toxic Spell Dump EPA agent David Fisher battles displaced magical powers in a
very creative sorcerous equivalent to lateth century Los Angeles. He follows the evidence to a toxic spell
dump, where dangerous remnants of industrial sorcery are stored. At the end of the Miocene period, the
Mediterranean Sea stays dry to the present day. The dry sea basin is a large canyon containing a national park,
and a strongbrow who works as a park ranger must race to stop terrorists from letting in the Atlantic and
flooding the area. Set in the year in a world where the American Revolution was peacefully avoided. The
painting that symbolizes the union between North America and the United Kingdom is stolen by the terrorist
group known as the Sons of Liberty , who want independence from the British Empire. Officers of the Royal
American Mounted Police must find it before it is destroyed. Early Christians in the Greek city of
Thessalonica deal with barbarian invaders on both physical and metaphysical levels the book was inspired by
the Medieval Miracles of Saint Demetrius. Between the Rivers Taking place in a fantasy realm equivalent to
ancient Mesopotamia , city-states ruled by different gods fight for dominance. Counting Up, Counting Down
A short story collection. It describes a world where the philosopher Socrates aids the Athenian general
Alcibiades in defeating the Sicilians and Spartans , allowing him to unite the city-states of ancient Greece and
contemplate war on the Persian Empire about 80 or 90 years before it happened in our history. Uncle Alf ,
now readable on line: A novella included in the collections Alternate Generals volume 2 and Atlantis and
other places. Ruled Britannia alternate history: In the Presence of Mine Enemies alternate history: Conan of
Venarium An authorized prequel to Robert E. An acrobat becomes king of a small country. Although set in a
fantasy world, it is analogous to the real world, this time in the Balkans, between the first and second Balkan
War. Shqiperi is modeled on Albania , and the story itself is modeled on the story of Otto Witte. Historical
retelling of the Battle of Fort Pillow. In , viewpoint character Pope Benedict XVI unnamed but recognizable is
led by an eccentric priest to a secret bunker under the Vatican for a little-known initiation undertaken by each
new pontiff since the days of Saint Peter. The Man with the Iron Heart Reinhard Heydrich survives an
assassination attempt in Czechoslovakia by partisans and later goes on to lead an insurgent movement against
the Allied occupation of Germany. Turtledove mixes information gleaned from authentic German documents
and intentions with another historical transplant, in this case the Iraqi insurgency of transplanted to mids
Germany. After the Downfall The story resembles the formula of Edgar Rice Burroughs and L. A limited
edition hardcover containing eight stories, including six never before reprinted and one original story. Give
Me Back My Legions! A historical novel detailing the events leading up to the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest ,
as well as the battle itself. Expanded from the short story of the same name, this alternative history deals with
Joseph Stalin whose Americanized name is the title character having been born and raised in America.
Roosevelt is ended by a fire at the New York State Executive Mansion , the Democratic Party has little choice
but to nominate the upcoming Steele as their candidate for the Presidential election. The House of Daniel As
the team travels to play against the home teams of various western American towns, the young man learns
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about the culture of the towns they visit, and has passing encounters with vampires, werewolves, zombies, and
other magical beings. Through Darkest Europe Set in modern times where Islam developed science,
technology and enlightenment while Western Europe remained a hotbed of Christian fundamentalism. The
working title for the book was God Wills It. Web publishing[ edit ] Winter of Our Discontent: The
Impeachment and Trial of John F. Kennedy , fragment of a novel, co-written with T. After John Kennedy
survives the attack at Dealey Plaza unharmed, the resulting investigation sets events in motion that tear apart
his administration. Zabel eventually published the final work as a solo project entitled Surrounded by
Enemies: In , Ruth reminisces about what could have been with a skeptical H. Turtledove, Harry February 3,
Retrieved January 28, The story is told from the perspective of U. Lee , acting commander of the Department
of Texas, decides to defend U. Turtledove, Harry January 8, In , an elderly Jewish woman shares stories of
her life with a group of eighth-graders.
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Of the other alternate history short stories, I thought "A Hard Day for Mother","Billy Mitchell's Overt Act", and "Craft of
War" all had particular merit. Several of the others were somewhat "forgettable".

Home Page Dec 27, note: March 1, Note: I read Alternate Generals earlier this year and have prepared some
commentary for each story including plot summaries, so spoilers, ho! AG has a cover from another alternate
history Romans in tanks, no story in this anthology has both. But, it does have 16 stories, most are actually
Alternate History. According to William Sanders, Turtledove was quite active in preparing the anthology. This
story looks like historical fantasy the Roman is placed under an effective curse or secret history. Elizabeth
Moon - "Tradition": He does not avoid action unlike Tourbridge of OTL. Julius Caesar on the eve of the Ides
of March - different fate, possibly the same final result. Lee at the Crimean War. There appears to have been
no American Revolution, but there was still a French Revolution which was suppressed earlier than on OTL
and a conflict with Russia in the mid s and with fighting in the Crimea no less. Lois Tilton - "The Craft of
War": A dialogue between Alcibiades and Socrates in an Athens conquered by Xerxes circa. In this time line,
Xerxes had a military advisor and a most effective one from the far east "Sontseus" was how Socrates
rendered the name. The fellow also wrote a book in Chinese, which nobody in the Persian Empire could read I suspect that it would had been a big hit back in China ;. As a side note, there is a goodly amount of
scholarship which holds that The Art of War was written somewhat later than what is claimed by the legend
attached to it. I have read a brief summary of this and I noticed that one proposed author, a Sun Pin, appears to
be a contemporary of Alexander the Great. So this suggests a parallel what-if: Jody Lynn Nye - "Queen of the
Amazons": I am puzzled by the implication that Damascus had been a Crusader possession. Is this an implied
PoD? At least the 2nd Crusade ends up capturing Damascus rather than being completely useless. Harry
Turtledove - "The Phantom Tolbukhin": If fact, the initial impression is deliberately misleading. On the other
hand, Nikita Khrushchev is a supporting character, what more can one ask? President Eisenhower is at his
home at Gettysburg recovering from a stroke which appears to be the PoD. So is this Alternate History? Bill
Fawcett - "The Last Crusader": William Sanders had a few pointed comments about the paragraph below. I
also added a sentence at the end. A word to the wise, Mr. Sanders does not believe in being gentle when
correcting idiots. This is presented as a series of excerpts from newspaper columns, speeches, interviews and
books. He trains the crews for low-level bombing, not high attitude, and, using a rather creative interpretation
of his orders from General Short, institutes a program of long range reconaissance flights around the Hawaiian
Islands, especially to the northwest of Oahu. On the evening of December 5th, one comes back with a report
of seeing a bunch of ships including aircraft carriers. General Mitchell, again without telling General Short,
organizes a mass strike of all the Bs that could get into the air which was only 12 , takes off well before dawn,
and finds the Japanese task force in the process of refueling. I was somewhat surprised upon finding a list of
all the ships in that task force to discover that there were seven oilers with the Japanese task force I had
thought that they would have been too slow. The subsequent war in the Pacific follows a slightly different path
and the post-war actions in the Asia is even more noticeably different. Janet Berliner - "A Case for Justice":
Jan Smuts in the twilight of his life, lost in the sea of his memories. Forstchen - "A Hard Day for Mother": On
July 2, he finds himself the commander of a Confederate Army regiment attacking Little Round Top guess
what Union unit is defending? In addition, I consider the epilogue of the story to be a cheat. David Weber "The Captain from Kirkbean": Even though a son of a gardener, he had been a midshipman at Quiberon Bay
his father had saved the life of a relative of the Captain of a 3rd rate Ship of the Line and, in his mid 30s, was a
Captain of a 74 himself I would like to know how he got promoted without any family connections
whatsoever - perhaps the Admiral who had done so had been his first Captain. By chance, a French dispatch
falls into his hands, and he organizes a scratch squadron he happened to be the senior Captain on hand to sail
to Chesapeake Bay which he reaches before De Grasse did with his much larger French fleet. A desparate
battle by a badly outnumbered force ensues, which allows Captain Paul to deliver his signature line
"Surrender? I have not yet begun to fight! Admiral Nelson faces what is to be his last battle, at the Cape of
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Trafalgar. Basically, he defects to the French in the early s because of his career has floundered but ravings
about other officers getting promotions because of connections are silly because he still got his big promotion
to post-captain - the only one that really mattered in c. Furthermore, the Battle of the Nile still occurs offstage
with roughly the same forces, starting positions, and final result as in OTL. This is also silly even though it
inspires Napoleon to give Nelson unlimited authority to build a fleet that could win , the Nelson of OTL
ignored the tactical book there and got an extraordinary result perhaps even an unique result. Admiral
Collingwood at Trafalgar is using a double column attack this is also silly, who other than Nelson would
ignore the tactical book to that extreme? And get away with it? Thomsen - "Bloodstained Ground": Sam
discovers that the hero of Little Big Horn Cynical story of politics and the press would fit in well with the
Hearst-Pulitzer paper wars in the late s. In the first part, Werner Moelders becomes in essense the Luffwaffe
airplane production chief at the end of He makes all the right decisions and has the authority to implement
them. By the way, I remember reading or at least looking at a military history article that had capsule
descriptions many Luftwaffe aces and commanders. Well, I did what I should have done while writing the
original post - use Google to find any online material. In the second part, it is the spring of when he takes over
command of the air units in France. There is no Operation Overlord I would have thought that the amount of
fighter aircraft that the Americans and Britsh could put over France would still swamp the forces on hand and
that MEs would still very vulnerable when landing. Come August and there is still no invasion and the Soviets
are still far away from the gates of Berlin. But, it is August and the warranty of the Third Reich expires. A B
bomber block comes in high over central Germany and a new sun rises
Chapter 3 : Alternate Generals II by Harry Turtledove
When it comes to alternate history there are unlimited possibilities of what could and couldn't happen. So I find it very
annoying when Nelson instead of fighting on the side of the British fights on the side of the French.
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The highlight of Alternate Generals is the underappreciated, underpublished William Sanders. In "Billy Mitchell's Overt
Act," Mitchell survives to see the start of World War II in Europe and is able to make his notions of the use of the air
corps into reality when he is assigned to Pearl Harbor.
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Alternate Generals II (Baen, ) is a collection of short alternate history stories, edited by Harry Turtledove. It includes
Turtledove's own short story, " Uncle Alf ". Contents: Edit.
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Alternate Generals II is, as the name suggests, the second volume of the Harry Turtledove edited alternate history
series. While the majority of the stories in the anthology are well written and well-throught out, the book does suffer from
one of the problems which plagued its predecessor of not providing the casual reader with some of the background
information which would permit a greater.
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alternate history southern strategy science fiction alternate generals turtledove patton american custer george volume
collection interest south authors battle horizon lack Top customer reviews There was a problem filtering reviews right
now.
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Alternate Generals Roland Green Martin Harry Greenberg Harry Turtledove LEADERSHIP MAKES ALL THE
DIFFERENCE At Gaugemela the Macedonians had Alexander and the Persians hadâ€”Darius. Result: world conquest.
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Abyssian apparently has a lore reason for the fully female general cast, and the generals are very different, what with
one being a child. But I hate both Vanar designs, and seems a huge waste not to make a buff frost berzerker, or a sly
frost wizard or some shit.
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